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3,044,113 
SUPER-HIGH PRES§URE APPARATUS 

George Gerard, Yonkers, and .lacob Brayman, Staten 
Island, N.Y., assignors to Engineering Supervision Com 
pany, New York, N.Y., a corporation of New York 

Filed Jan. 8, 1959, ‘Ser. No. 785,690 
13 Claims. (Cl. 18—5) 

This invention relates to super-high pressure apparatus 
and, more particularly, to a new and improved apparatus 
for applying higher pressures than have heretofore been 
attainable to objects of any size or shape. 

Generally, the structural requirements of many newly 
developed forms of apparatus, such as jet and rocket en 
gine systems, often exceed the physical charatceristics 
such as fatigue life, yield strength, and modulus of rigid 
ity of the materials now available. Little improvement 
of these characteristics is to be expected by ‘further re 
?nements in the ‘materials or in heat treating procedures. 
On the other hand, the ‘application of extreme'pressures 
to such materials now appears to be an effective way of 
improving their physical characteristics as by inducing 
phase changes and promoting the alloying of materials 
that cannot be alloyed at normal pressures. 

Heretofore, however, apparatus for subjecting objects 
to extremely high pressures has been limited as to the size 
and shape of the objects and has required massive support 
structures. Also, the presently available apparatus is sub 
ject to hydraulic cylinder leakages, cylinder expansion and 
similar well known problems of high pressure apparatus. 

Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to provide 
new and improved high pressure apparatus capable of ap 
plying pressures in the range of 20,000 to 200,000 atmos 
pheres and in excess of 200,00 atmospheres. 

Another object of the invention is to provide apparatus 
of the above character capable of applying extreme pres 
sures to objects of any size or shape. 
A ‘further object of the invention is to provide appara 

tus of the above character having relatively simple and 
inexpensive structures. 
These and other objects of the invention are attained 

by encasing an object to be subjected to extreme pressure 
in a viscous pressure-transmitting medium and enclosing 
it in a pressure-multiplying device comprising a plurality 
of wedge-shaped segments converging toward the object. 
The pressure-multiplying device is surrounded by a resilié 
ent pressure-transmitting medium in contact with the 
larger ends of all the segments, while a housing capable of 
withstanding conventional high pressures encloses the 
resilient medium and includes a device for applying high 
pressure to the resilient medium. 

Further objects and advantages of the invention will 
be apparent from a reading of the following description 
in conjunction with the accompanying drawings in which: 

FIG. 1 is a view in longitudinal section through a repre 
sentative form of super-high pressure apparatus arranged 
according to ‘the invention; 
FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view of the apparatus of 

FIG. 1 taken on the lines 2--2 and looking in the direc 
tion of the arrows; 
FIG. 3 is a magni?ed sectional fragmentary view show 

ing the central portion of the apparatus of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is a fragmentary view showing a modi?ed form 

of the apparatus of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 5 is a view in front elevation and cross-section of 

another modi?ed form of the invention; and 
FIG. 6 is [a view in cross-section of the member 11 

shown in FIG. 2 when modi?ed to be of exterior cubic 
shape. 

In the typical embodiment of the invention shown by 
way of example in the drawings and described herein 
after, the high pressure apparatus is arranged to subject 
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' a longitudinal Work piece, such as a shaft 10, to pressures 
up to 200,000 atmospheres or more. It will be under 
stood, however, that the object to which extreme pres 
sures are applied may be of any desired shape and that 
there is no limitation on the size of the object since the 
apparatus may be Ianranged with any appropriate con?gu 
ration and capacity. . 

In order to exert super-high pressures, the apparatus 
of FIGS. -1 and 2 includes a cylindrical pressure-multiply 
ing member 11 comprising lsix wedge-shaped segments 
12-17 having inner surfaces forming a cavity 18 conform 
ing generally to the outer shape of the shaft 10, the end 
segments 16 and 17 being conical in form. These seg 
ments are made of any suitable material such as tungsten 
carbide, for example, which is capable of withstanding 
the extreme pressures under consideration without sub 
stantial deformation or disintegration. It will be under 
stood that any number of pressure-multiplying segments 
can be used in apparatus according to the invention and 
their shape may vary according to the con?guration of the 
work piece 10 vand the member 11. For example, if the 
WOtl'k pieceis of compact shape, the member 11 may be 
a sphere, cube or tetrahedron and may be divided into 
four, six or eight identical wedge~shaped segments, FIG. 
6 showing the member 11 when comprised, as described, 
of six identical anvils assembled together to render mom-I 
ber 11 of cubic exterior shape. Furthermore, the shape 
of the cavity 18 need not conform to the contour of the 
work piece 10, since the cavity is ?lled with a pressure 
transmitting medium as described below. Thus, for ob 
jects of complex shape, such as turbine blades, for exam 
ple, the cavity may have the nearest simple geometrical 
shape capable of enclosing the object. ‘ 

Within the cavity 18, the shaft 10 is encased in a pres 
sure-transmitting shell 19 composed of any material which 
is semi-plastic or highly viscous but substantimly main 

. tains its shape at the extreme pressures to be generated. 
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Preferably, because of its ease of machining and its elec 
trical and heat insulation properties, the material utilized 
in the invention is ‘a pyrophyllite, such as Tennessee Grade 
_A lava. Each of the segments 12-17 has its inner face 
in contact with the shell 19 and the dimensions of all‘ the 
segments are chosen so that, ‘with their inner faces in con 
tact with the shell, there is a narrow gap 20 between each 
adjacent pair of segments. 
Inasmuch as the degree of pressure-multiplication 

achieved by the wedge-shaped segments 1247 is depend 
ent on the relative areas of their outer and inner sur 
faces, the outer diameter and length of the member 11 are 
selected relative to the diameter and length of the cavity 7 
18 in accordance with the desired super-high pressure to 
be obtained in the cavity and the pressure to be applied 
to the apparatus at the outside of the member 11. Thus, 
for example, if a pressure-multiplication of 100‘ is desired 
and the cavity is approximately 1 inch in diameter, the 
member 11 need only be approximately 10 inches in diam 
eter. This relation holds ‘for cavities of uniform cross 
section regardless of the length of the cavity. For i-r 
regularly shaped cavities, however, the relative areas of‘ 
each segment must be selected so that all the segments 
have the same pressure-multiplication factor. Again in 
this case, a narrow gap 20 must be included between the 
adjacent faces of the segments. 

‘Surrounding the pressure-multiplying member 11 is a 
layer 21 of pressure-transmitting material, the entire as 
sembly being enclosed in a close ?tting metal housing 22 
of high strength. If desired, the layer 21 and the hous 
ing 22 may each be made in two parts which are separ 
ably joined asvby bolts 23 or other suitable means to pro 
vide easy access to the member 11. In order to heat the 
work piece 10 while applying pressure, two electrical con 
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duotors 24 ‘are carried in through the housing 22 and the 
7 layer 21 and are joined to opposite segments 13 and 15 

of the member 11. Also, as shown in FIG. 3, two con 
ductive electrodes 25 are mounted in the shell 19 to carry 
current ‘to the interior of the shell and are oriented to' 
contact the segments 13 and 15, respectively. A resis 
tive graphite ‘layer 26 surrounds the shaft 10 within the 
‘shell and has its outer surface in contact with the'two 
electrodes 25 ‘at diametrically opposite positions to gen 
erate heat when power is applied to- the conductors 24, 
When the work piece is to be heated in this manner, the 
viscous pressure-transmitting material should provide good 
electrical and heat insulation and the lava referred to 
above serves this purpose well. In addition, thermo 
couple leads (not shown) may also be connected through 
the shell 19'and ‘through two other segments 12 and 14 
in a similar manner ‘to 
work piece. 

In order to apply pressure to the layer 21, the housing 
22 includes a cylinder 27 communicating with the interior 
of the housing and a piston 28 is slid-ably mounted there 

' in. At its outer end, the cylinder 27 has a cavity 29 to 
receive hydraulic ?uid which is joined to a conventional 
hydraulic system (not shown) providing pressures of 
2,000 atmospheres and up, for example, in any well 
known manner through a conduit 30. The pressure 
transmitting medium 21, which is preferably formed of 
successive layers of rubber as in conventional rubber pad 
presses, should be ?rm enough to prevent extrusion into 
the gap 20 under pressure, but also suf?ciently resilient to 
provide equal pressure over the entire outer surface of 
the member 11. in response to operation of the piston 28; 
For this purpose, the inner layers of rubber adjacent the 

. member 11 may be substantially ?rm and the outer 
layers more ?exible. . 

In operation, conventional high pressure is applied to 
this embodiment of the invention through the conduit 30 
and the piston 28. This pressure should be a fraction of 
the desired super-high pressure commensurate with the 
multiplying factor of the member 11. Thus, to apply 
pressures in the range of 300,000 atmospheres to the shaft 
10 with a pressure multiplication of 100 as described 
above, the pressure applied to the piston 28 should be 
about 3,000 atmospheres. As the piston 23 is driven into 
the rubber layer 21, the pressure of the ?uid in the cavity 
29 is applied to the entire outer surface of the member 
11 because of the pressure equalization throughout the 
pressure-transmitting medium 21. The resulting ,force 
on the outer surface of the member is transmitted through 
the segments 12-17 to the much smaller inner surface at 
the cavity 18, genera-ting the desired super-high pressure 
at the outer surface of the shell 19. 
Inasmuch as the pyrophyllite material of the shell 19 

becomes semi-plastic or highly viscous at pressures above 
about 50,000 atmospheres, the material constitutes a pres 
sure-transmitting medium at these pressures and applies 
the extreme pressure from'the inner surfaces of the seg 
ments to the entire outer surface of the work piece 10. 
Also, the semi-plastic material acts as a seal by ?lling in 
the gaps 20 between the segments in the vicinity of the 

If the work piece is to be heated during com 
pression, electrical current passed through the conduc 
tors 24, the segments 13 and 15, the electrodes 25 to heat 
the graphite layer 19. ' 

In the embodiment of the invention shown in FIG. 3, 
the pressure of the hydraulic system is applied through 
the conduit 30 and an aperture 31 into the housing 22 di 
rectly to the ‘outside of the pressure-transmitting layer 
21. In this instance, the pressureétransmitting medium 
should provide a ?uid-tight enclosure about the member 
11 to prevent any hydraulic ?uid from passing into the 
gaps 20. Inasmuch as this embodiment has no piston 
stroke limitation and any necessary quantity of ?uid may 
be forced into the housing, it is not necessary to provide 
a close ?t between the rubber layer 21 and the housing 22. 

measure the temperature of the 
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Although the invention has been described herein with 

reference to speci?c embodiments, many modi?cations 
and variations therein will readily occur to those skilled 
in the art. For example, any suitable means may be 
utilized for applying pressure uniformly to the outside sur 
face of the member 11. Thus, the member may be in 
serted in an ‘appropriately formed cavity 40 in the rubber 
pad 41 of a conventional rubber pad press 42 of the type, 
for example, which is shown in FIG. 5 of US. Patent 
No. 2,375,599, issued May 8, ‘1945, to Lewis B. Walton. 
Thereafter, pressure is exerted by driving the platens 43, 
44 of the press together. At this point, reference is 
made to our copending application, Serial No. 732,311 
?led May 1, 1958. Accordingly, all such variations and 
modi?cations ‘are included within the intended scope of 
the invention as de?ned by the following claims. 
We claim: 
1. Apparatus for applying extreme pressure to a body 

of material comprising, means forming and bounding a 
pressure-containing enclosure, pressure-multiplying means 
within the enclosure in separated relation from said en- 
closure bounding means and comprising a plurality of 
pressure multiplying units movable relative to and to 
Wards each other and having inner surfaces of relatively 
small area cooperative to form a cavity to receive said 
body and outer surfaces of relatively large area, pres 
sure-transmitting means con?ned by said bounding means 
within said enclosure so as to be circumjacent the pres 
sure-multiplying means and so as to be in pressure com 
municating relation both with said bounding means and 
with the unit surfaces of relatively large area, and means 
for applying pressure to said pressure-transmitting means 
to develop therein a pressure communicated therefrom to 
said last named surfaces to produce a movement of said 
units relative to and towards each other. ‘ 

2. Apparatus for applying extreme pressure to a body 
of material comprising, means forming and bounding a 
pressure-containing enclosure, pressure-multiplying means 
within the. enclosure in separated relation from said en 
closure bounding means and comprising a plurality of 
pressure-multiplying units having inner surfaces of rela 
tively small area cooperative to form a cavity to receive 
said body and outer surfaces of relatively large area, the 
adjacent units being separated by small gaps, resilient 
pressure-transmitting means con?ned by said bounding 
means within said enclosure so as to envelop the pres 
sure-multiplying means and so as to be in pressure com 
municating relation both with said bounding means and 
with the unit surfaces of relatively large area, said pres 
sure transmitting means being resistant to extrusion into 
the gaps under pressure, and means for applying pressure 
to the resilient pressure-transmitting means to develop 
throughout the volume thereof a pressure communicated 
to said last named surfaces to produce a simultaneous 
inward driving of said units. 

3. Apparatus for applying extreme pressure to an ob 
ject comprising an enclosure, pressure-multiplying means 
within the enclosure comprising a plurality of wedge 
shaped segments converging toward the object, viscous 
pressure-transmitting means surrounding the object and 
substantially enclosed by the segments, resilient pressure~ 
transmitting means surrounding the pressure-multiplying 
means and forming a ?uid-tight seal thereabout, and 
means for introducing hydraulic ?uid under pressure into 
the enclosure. 

4. Super high pressure apparatus for compressing an 
object encased by pressure transmitting material com 
prising, an array of at least four pressure-multiplying units 
each having a rear end, a smaller front end and a front 
face at its smaller end, and each such unit further having 
a taper converging towards and terminating at its front 
face, said units being disposed in three dimensions to de 
?ne by such faces of all said unitsa central cavity adapted 
to contain said encased object and said units being each 
rendered inwardly movable relative to the others by gaps 
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of which one is between each unit and each of other units 
adjacent thereto, said array of units being operably‘dis 
posed between platens of a press which are drivable to 
gether, and unit-displacing means providing a wall por 
tion behind and abutting the rear end of each of a 
plurality of said units to operably make pressure contact 
therewith, said unit-displacing means being adapted in 
cooperation with such platens at a time when the latter 
are driven towards each other and said object is so conl 
tained to subject it to simultaneous pressures from all the 
units of said array by producing between each one and the 
others of the unit of said array a closing relative move 
ment creating a pressure engagement between the front 
face of each such unit and an opposite area of the pres 
sure transmitting material encasing the object. 

5. Apparatus for compressing a body formed of an 
object encased by pressure-transmitting material compris 
ing, a plurality of rigid pressure-multiplying elements 
each having a front face at the inner end thereof and a 
larger rear face at the outer end thereof, said elements 
being disposed in a plurality of planes to de?ne by the 
front faces of all said elements a central cavity adapted 
to contain said body, means de?ning a single ?uid-con 
taining space in pressure-communicating relation with 
each of said elements, means to pressurize a volume of a 
?uid disposed within such fluid-containing space, the pres 
sure so developed in said ?uid volume being communi 
cated to the larger rear faces of said elements to move 
them relative to and towards the center of said cavity at 
a time when said body is so contained so as to subject it 
to simultaneous pressures from all elements and ?uid 
sealing means obstructing entry between said elements 
of pressurized ?uid from said space. 

6. Apparatus for applying extreme pressure to a body 
of material comprising, means forming and bounding a 
pressure-containing ?uid-tight enclosure, pressure multi 
plying means comprising a plurality of pressure multiply 
ing units movable relative to and towards each other and 
having inner surfaces of relatively small area forming a 
cavity for receiving said body, and having outer surfaces 
of relatively large area, said pressure multiplying means 
being disposed in said enclosure in separated relation 
from said enclosure bounding means, and said enclosure 
being adapted to contain between said bounding means 
and pressure, multiplying means hydraulic ?uid circum 
jacent said pressure multiplying means and in pressure 
communicating relation both with said bounding means 
and with said outer surfaces of ones of said units, means 
to develop in such ?uid a hydrostatic pressure communi 
cated to said outer surfaces of said ones of said units to 
move such units relative to and towards each other to 
compress said body in said cavity, and ?uid sealing means 
obstructing entry between said elements of pressurized 
?uid from said enclosure. 

7. Apparatus for applying extreme pressure to a ‘body 
of material comprising, means forming and bounding a 
pressure-containing ?uid-tight enclosure, pressure multi 
plying means comprising a plurality of pressure'multiply 
ing units having inner surfaces of relatively small area 
forming a cavity for receiving said body, and having outer 
surfaces of relatively large area, said pressure multiplying 
means being disposed in said enclosure in separated rela 
tion from said enclosure bounding means and being char 
acterized by gaps disposed between the units thereof and 
permitting movement of said units relative to and towards 
each other, and said enclosure being adapted to contain 
between said bounding means and pressure multiplying 
means hydraulic ?uid circumjacent said pressure multiply 
ing means and in pressure-communicating relation both 
with said bounding means and with said outer surfaces 
of ones of said units, ?uid-tight sealing means cooperating 
with said gaps between said ones of said units to preclude 
passage of such ?uid through such gaps into said cavity, 
and means to develop in such ?uid a hydrostatic pressure 
communicated to said outer surfaces of said ones of said 
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6 
units to move such units relative to and towards each 
other. - . i 

8; Apparatus for applying-extreme pressure to a body 
of material comprising, means forming and bounding a 
pressure-containing ?uid-tight enclosure, pressure multi 
plying means comprising a plurality of relatively aligned 
pressure multiplying units having inner surfaces of rela 
tively small area forming a cavity for receiving said body, 
and having outer surfaces of relatively large area, said 
pressure multiplying means being disposed in said enclo- . 
sure in separated relation from said enclosure bounding 
means and being characterized by gaps disposed between 
the units thereof and permitting movement of said units 
relative to and towards each other and said enclosure being 
adapted to contain between said bounding means and 
pressure multiplying means hydraulic ?uid circumjacent 
said pressure multiplying means and in pressure-com 
municating relation both with said bounding means and 
with said outer surfaces of ones of said units, means to 
maintain said units in a predetermined relative alignment 
thereof and to provide for said gaps between said ones 
of said units a ?uid-tight sealing precluding passage of 
such ?uid through such gaps into said cavity, and means 
to develop in such fluid a hydrostatic pressure communi 
cated to said outer surfaces of said ones of said units to 
move such units relative to and toward each other. 

9. Super high pressure apparatus for applying extreme 
pressure to a body comprised of an object encased by 
material adapted to become viscous and thereby pres 
sure-transmissive under high pressure, said apparatus com 
prising, means providing a pressure-restraining ring, ‘a 
plurality of ?rst pressure multiplying units having inner 
surfaces of relatively small area bordering the circumfer 
ence of a cavity for receiving said body, and having outer 
surfaces of relatively large area, said pressure multiply 
ing units being disposed within and centrally of said ring 
to extend in the radial direction of said ring away from 
said cavity so as to present said outer surfaces thereof 
towards'said ring, and said units being characterized by 
gaps between said units permitting radial movement of 
said units relative'to and towards each other, 'a pair of 
second pressure multiplying units disposed at opposite 
ends of said cavity to close o? said ends and to each be 
separated by a gap from each of said ?rst units, said sec~ 
ond units each having the same ratio of outer surface 
area to inner surface area as said ?rst units to thereby 
provide the same pressure multiplying factor as said ?rst 
units, and hydraulic pressure-producing means disposed 
outside said second units and, also, within said ring be 
tween said ring and ?rst pressure multiplying units to be 
in pressure communicating relation both with said ring 
and with the outer surfaces of said ?rst and second units, 
said hydraulic means being adapted by applying to the 
outer surface of each of said ?rst and second units an 
inwardly directed force proportional to the inner surface 
area of such unit to produce between said units a relative 
closing movement contracting the size of said cavity and 
producing uniform extreme pressure by all said ?rst and 
second units upon said body when contained in said 
cavity. 

10. Super high pressure apparatus for applying ex 
treme pressure to a body comprised of an object encased 
by material adapted to become viscous and thereby pres— 
sure transmissive under high pressure, said apparatus com 
prising, four simultaneously inwardly movable ?rst pres 
sure multiplying members each having an outer face, a 
smaller inner face, a center line of action, and an out 

w ward to inward diminishing taper, said four members 
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being disposed with their center lines of action equi~ 
angularly spaced in a common plane around a central 
axis normal to said plane, and with their inner faces dis 
posed'towards and spaced from said axis to border four 
sides of a central cavity adapted to receive said body and 
de?ned by said inner faces so as, in said plane, to be 
of the same dimension in each of two mutually perpen 



dicular directions, and each of said four members being 
separated by respective gaps from the ones adjacent 
thereto to permit simultaneous-inward movement of said 
members, the taper of each of said members imparting 
thereto within the extent of the taper a trapezoidal cross 
section ‘both in said common plane and in an axially ex 
tending plane bisecting such member and containing the 
center line of action thereof, two simultaneously inwardly 
movable second pressure multiplying members each hav 
ing an outer face and a smaller inner face and respec 
tively disposed on opposite sides of said plane to each be 
separated by a gap from each of said ?rst four members, 
said'two second members having their center lines of 
action coincident with said axis and being tapered to have 
within the extent of the taper a trapezoidal cross section 
in each of the bisec-ting planes for said ?rst members, 
and the inner faces of said two second members border 
ing opposite ends of said cavity, said second members 
having the same ratio of outer face area to inner face 
area as said ?rst members to thereby provide the same 
pressure multiplication factor as said ?rst members and, 
means adapted by applying to the outer face of each of 
said ?rst and second members an inwardly directed force 
proportional to the area of the inner face thereof to 
drive all six members simultaneouslyvinward so as to 
apply uniform extreme pressure by the front faces of 
all of said ?rst and second members to said body when 
contained in said cavity. 0 

11. Apparatus as in claim 10 in which all six of said 
pressure multiplying members are substantially identical. 

12. Super high pressure apparatus for exerting ex 
treme pressure on a body comprised of an object to be 
compressed and a casing of pressure-transmitting material 
surrounding said object, said apparatus comprising, a 
plurality of pressure. multiplying elements each having a 
smaller front face than rear face, said elements being dis 
posed around a principal axis of a central cavity for 
receiving said body to each be rendered inwardly mov 
able relative Vto the others by being separated by va gap 
from each of adjacent elements on either side thereof, 
and to de?ne by the front faces of all said elements a 
surface which circumferentially bounds said cavity, and 
which is elongated such that its axial extent exceeds its 
extent in a plane normal to said axis, the front and rear 
faces of said elements being also axially elongated in cor 
respondence with the elongation of said surface, hydraulic 
pressure-generating means disposed outwardly of the rear 
face of each of said elements, a housing shell surrounding 
said elements and pressure generating means to provide 
a pressure absorbing girdle for outwardly directed pres 
sure generated by said means, and pressure transmitting 
means disposed between said generating means and each 
of said elements to be in contact with the rear face of each 
thereof over an axially elongated region at least substan 
tially coextensive with such face, and to transmit from 
said generating means through such region of contact to 
such face a pressure which is inwardly directed and is 
equalized over said region, said transmitted pressure being 
adapted by moving said elements relative to and towards 
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the center of said cavity to compress said body, and a 
pair of end members disposed at the axially opposite 
ends of such cavity to bear at said ends against said body 
during compression thereof. 

13. Super high pressure apparatus for exerting ex 
treme pressure on a body‘ comprised of an object to be 
compressed and a casing of pressure-transmitting material 
surrounding said object, said apparatus comprising, a 
plurality of ?rst, similar pressure multiplying elements 
each having a smaller front face than rear face, said 
elements being disposed around a principal axis of a cen 
tral cavity for receiving said body to each be rendered 
inwardly movable relative to the others by being sepa 
rated by a gap from each of adjacent elements on either 
side thereof, and to de?ne by the front faces of all said 
elements a surface which circumferentially bounds said 
cavity, and which is generatable geometrically by move 
ment of a straight line parallel to said axis around a closed 
path, a pair of second pressure multiplying elements dis 
posed at opposite ends of said cavity to each be rendered 
movable relative to said ?rst elements by being separated 
by a gap from each of said ?rst elements, said second 
elements being each characterized by the same ratio of 
rear face area to ‘front face area as said ?rst elements to 
thereby provide the same pressure multiplication factor 
as said ?rst elements, but said second elements having a 
smaller front face area than that of said ?rst elements, 
and means adapted by applying to the rear face of each 
of said ?rst and second elements a force proportional to 
the front face area thereof to move all said elements in 
wardly relative to each other to thereby exert a uniform 
extereme pressure by the front faces of all said elements 
on said body when contained in said cavity. 
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